Pollution can destroy our rivers, marshes and wetlands, which are home to diverse ecosystems and biodiversity. The theme is "Innovative Trends on Campuses in Clean Energy and Sustainability." This will be explored at the Extravaganza at UMD-College Park, where the Department of Energy will highlight their Scientific Discovery Fellows Program. The Environmental Engineering Program at the University of Maryland will discuss research focused on protecting human and ecological health. The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) will discuss their work on enhancing bioremediation and utilizing innovative materials science approaches. The Coronal Analysis of SHocks and Waves (CASHeW) will present their research on mathematical and computational methods for studying natural hazards. The Public-School Security Simulation Experiment (SIMEX) will present their work on evaluating school security measures. The Mason International Collaborative will discuss their initiatives to enhance internationalization efforts. The Mason International Collaborative's Research Committee will present their work on internationalization efforts. The Mason International Collaborative will host a sustainability research and innovation congress in Brisbane, Australia.

FACETING EARTH: AGUSTINA WOODGATE
This exhibition features a collection of Agustina Woodgate's recent artworks in which the artist explores the relationship between humans and the natural world. The exhibition aims to create a dialogue about the impact of human actions on the environment.

Funding source: Office of Science, Department of Energy
PI: Gene W. Kim
Contact: adade3@gmu.edu
Deadline: Proposals accepted anytime
Amount: $1,200,000

Other Upcoming Events
- MetroLab Network will deliver the second in our series of presentations on the future of the digital economy through mitigation and resiliency planning. This event is part of the "Threats and Opportunities: Using Data and Technology To Protect Grid Resilience." Panelists will discuss the latest research on grid resiliency and data analytics.
- Other upcoming events include a panel discussion on the future of the digital economy, a workshop on data analytics, and a keynote speech by guest Malcolm Gladwell on March 18th for "Talking to Strangers": An Evening With Malcolm Gladwell.
- George Mason University's Arlington Campus is organizing a lecture series on urban topics to create an active community of scholars and professionals in the field of urban studies.

Interested? Complete the Qualtrics survey to learn more about the Mason International Collaborative's initiatives and events. We can't wait to see the wonderful work you're doing! Thank you!